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        Swiss women win landmark climate case at Europe top human rights court    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Gloria Dickie, Kate Abnett and Christian Levaux STRASBOURG, France (Reuters) -Europe’s top human rights court ruled on Tuesday that the Swiss government had violated the human rights of its citizens by failing to do enough to combat climate change, in a decision that will set a precedent for future climate lawsuits. The European Court…            
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        Parents of Michigan school shooter sentenced to 10-15 years in prison    
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                By Brad Brooks and Brendan O’Brien (Reuters) -The mother and father of a Michigan teen who shot and killed four classmates were each sentenced to between 10 and 15 years in prison on Tuesday after a jury convicted them of manslaughter in a rare case of parents being held responsible in a school shooting. Jennifer…            
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        At least three killed in blast at Italian hydroelectric plant    
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                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Claudia Cristoferi MILAN (Reuters) – At least three people have been killed and four are missing after a fire and explosion underground at a hydroelectric power plant in northern Italy on Tuesday, the local mayor said. Italian utility group Enel confirmed that a fire had broken out on one of its transformers at its…            
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        Hamas says Israeli proposal fails to meet Palestinian demands, but is under review    
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                By Nidal al-Mughrabi CAIRO (Reuters) – Hamas said on Tuesday that an Israeli proposal on a ceasefire in their war in Gaza did not meet the demands of Palestinian militant factions, but it would study the offer further and deliver its response to mediators. The proposal was handed to the Palestinian Islamist movement by Egyptian…            
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        Harris completes steadfast journey to become Ireland’s youngest premier    
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                By Padraic Halpin DUBLIN (Reuters) -When Simon Harris made headlines in his local County Wicklow newspaper in 2003 for criticising the government, the future Irish prime minister was described as “a well-known local activist”. He was 16 years old. Now 37, Harris became Ireland’s youngest ever premier on Tuesday, an ascent that while swift owing…            
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        UN nuclear watchdog’s board sets emergency meeting after Zaporizhzhia attacks    
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                By Francois Murphy VIENNA (Reuters) -The U.N. nuclear watchdog’s Board of Governors will hold an emergency meeting on Thursday at the request of both Ukraine and Russia to discuss attacks on the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant, after the enemies accused each other of drone attacks. The International Atomic Energy Agency has said drones struck the…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UN nuclear watchdog’s board sets emergency meeting after Zaporizhzhia attacks        
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        Treasuries Rebound Before Key Inflation Report: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — The world’s biggest bond market rebounded, with traders positioning for key inflation data that will help shape the outlook for the Federal Reserve’s next steps. Treasuries climbed, with 10-year yields dropping from the highest levels in 2024. Equities pared losses in the final stretch of New York trading. With no relevant economic data…            
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        UK Nobel Prize-winning physicist Peter Higgs dies aged 94    
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                By Robert Evans LONDON (Reuters) – Physicist Peter Higgs, whose theory of an undetected particle in the universe changed science and was vindicated by a Nobel prize-winning discovery half a century later, has died aged 94, the University of Edinburgh said on Tuesday. The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 at the CERN research…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK Nobel Prize-winning physicist Peter Higgs dies aged 94        
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        Equities lose ground with Treasury yields; US inflation data in focus    
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                By Sinéad Carew and Samuel Indyk NEW YORK/LONDON (Reuters) -Global equities declined after earlier gains on Tuesday while U.S. Treasury yields fell from a more than 4-month high as investors anxiously awaited a U.S. inflation reading and the kick-off of first-quarter earnings. Oil prices dipped for a second straight day as talks on a ceasefire…            
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        Spain’s parliament to draft amnesty bill for undocumented migrants    
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                By Belén Carreño MADRID (Reuters) – Spain’s lower house of parliament voted on Tuesday to start working on a bill that would legalise hundreds of thousands of undocumented migrants, based on a proposal by civil society groups that had collected more than 600,000 signatures backing it. Political parties now have up to two months to…            
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        Israel says more aid is entering Gaza, but figures disputed    
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                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Gabrielle Tétrault-Farber and James Mackenzie GENEVA/JERUSALEM (Reuters) -Israel says aid is moving into Gaza more quickly after international pressure to increase access, but the amount is disputed and the United Nations says it is still much less than the bare minimum to meet humanitarian needs. Israel said 468 aid trucks moved into Gaza on…            
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        Britain will not block arms sales to Israel, says UK’s Cameron    
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                By Simon Lewis and William James WASHINGTON (Reuters) -Britain will not halt arms sales to Israel by British companies having reviewed the latest legal advice on the matter, Foreign Minister David Cameron said on Tuesday. Six months into the Israeli air and ground campaign in Gaza, triggered by Hamas’ Oct. 7 attack on southern Israel,…            
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        Paris Olympics on track to hit NBC ad sales record after pandemic    
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                By Sheila Dang (Reuters) – As the July opening ceremony for the 2024 Paris Olympics draws closer, U.S. broadcaster NBCUniversal is seeing renewed interest from major corporate sponsors in the premier global sporting event as fans are expected to fill Olympic stadiums for the first time since the COVID-19 pandemic. Comcast-owned NBCU said on Tuesday…            
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        US sends seized Iranian weapons to Ukraine    
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                By Jonathan Landay WASHINGTON (Reuters) – The U.S. has transferred to Ukraine thousands of infantry weapons and more than 500,000 rounds of ammunition that were seized more than a year ago as they were being shipped by Iran to Houthi forces in Yemen, the U.S. military said on Tuesday. The hardware sent last week is…            
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        Trump loses bid to delay hush money trial pending gag order appeal    
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                By Luc Cohen NEW YORK (Reuters) -Donald Trump on Tuesday lost his second last-ditch bid in as many days to delay his April 15 trial on criminal charges stemming from hush money paid to a porn star. The former U.S. president’s lawyers argued at a hearing in a mid-level state appeals court that the trial…            
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        Niger coup risks jump in EU immigration, commissioner says    
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                By Nette Noestlinger BRUSSELS (Reuters) – Last year’s coup in Niger could bring about a surge in irregular arrivals to the European Union, Home Affairs Commissioner Ylva Johansson said on Tuesday, the eve of a key vote on overhauling the bloc’s migration rules ahead of a June election. The military junta that seized power in…            
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        SNB to Favor Building Up Capital Over Payouts, Schlegel Says    
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                (Bloomberg) — The Swiss National Bank must prioritize rebuilding its capital over making payouts to the government, according to Vice President Martin Schlegel, the frontrunner to become the country’s next central bank chief. “The current ratio of equity capital to balance sheet total remains low on account of the high loss in 2022,” Schlegel said…            
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        Georgians protest outside parliament against ‘Russian law’ on foreign agents    
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                TBILISI (Reuters) – Several thousand protesters rallied outside Georgia’s parliament on Tuesday, denouncing government plans to resurrect a bill requiring groups funded from abroad to register as foreign agents, which they likened to Russia’s suppression of dissent. The ruling Georgian Dream party announced last week it intends to bring back the bill, which it abandoned…            
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        March marks yet another record in global heat    
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                By Kate Abnett BRUSSELS (Reuters) – The world just experienced its warmest March on record, capping a 10-month streak in which every month set a new temperature record, the European Union’s climate change monitoring service said on Tuesday. Each of the last 10 months ranked as the world’s hottest on record, compared with the corresponding…            
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        Simon Harris elected new Irish PM, promising ‘new ideas, energy’    
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                By Padraic Halpin DUBLIN (Reuters) – Simon Harris became Ireland’s youngest ever prime minister on Tuesday, pledging to bring new ideas and energy to the less than 12 months he has boost the coalition government’s bid to halt a first electoral victory by left-wing Sinn Fein. The 37-year-old former health and higher education minister, best…            
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